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Résumen de l'article
Le commandant John Richardson est reconnu comme « le père » de la littérature canadienne et considéré comme un des premiers historiens de la Guerre de 1812. Toutefois, même si ses écrits sont bien détaillés et fortement autobiographiques, ils ne sont pas suffisamment estimés par les historiens en tant que sources historiques. Ils fournissent néanmoins de justes représentations des perceptions du Haut-Canada et des prises de position similaires à celles qu'on retrouve chez Brock, Strachan, Mackenzie, Robinson, Baldwin et Ryerson. Richardson mérite également d'être davantage reconnu pour son rôle de patriote et de nationaliste canadien. Même s'il vivait à l'étranger, il proclamait haut et fort être « un Canadien » et espérait, de « faire infusion d'un esprit de littérature Nationale » dans la communauté canadienne. Ses écrits démontrent la fierté et la naissance de l'esprit canadien, et méritent considérablement plus d'attention de la part des historiens.
He has been described as “our first delineator of manners and customs,” “the most distinguished man of letters in Upper Canada,” a “cultural icon,” “the father of our literature,” “the major novelist of pre-Confederation Canada” and “the artist who first showed that Canadian history was interesting enough to be matter for literature.” He wrote what has been referred to as “the seminal Canadian novel” and his two most famous novels together, are considered to be “our first national prose epic.” He advocated for the use of history textbooks written by Canadians in schools and personifies the struggle of Canadian artists trying to survive in a Canadian market and Canadian literature against “Americanization.” Internationally acclaimed as the rival of James Fennimore Cooper, he has been designated by the Government of Canada as a “person of national historical significance,” yet his novels, the contem-


Major John Richardson has been recognized as “the father” of Canadian literature as well an early historian of the War of 1812 but his writings, rich in detail and highly autobiographical, have not been sufficiently appreciated by historians as valuable historical source materials. Yet they provide accurate portrayals of contemporary Upper Canadian perceptions and attitudes similar to those found in the writings of the more popular Brock, Strachan, Mackenzie, Robinson, Baldwin, and Ryerson. Richardson also deserves greater recognition for his role as a Canadian patriot and nationalist. Despite living abroad, he consistently proclaimed himself “a Canadian”, and hoped, through his works, to “infuse” into the Canadian community “a spirit of National literature.” His writings reflect the pride and emerging Canadian national spirit and as such merit greater attention by historians.


The appointment and success of native Canadians was applauded and their increase both in population and as community leaders was significant. By the end of the decade, Canadians were being asked to tone down an “unnecessary zeal for the Parent State”3 and John Beverly Robinson was concluding that the war had “produced in the British colonists a national character and feeling.”4 That same year, 1840, another native-born Canadian, Egerton Ryerson, was writing that “CANADA is HOME...and any at-

---

tempt to excite feelings from the ‘place of birth’ against those who have been born in the ‘place of their adopted residence’ is unpatriotic, unchristian and unnatural.”

In 1842, fellow Canadian Robert Baldwin was also declaring:

I am a Canadian born, son of a Canadian; the grandson of a man who made Canada his home when it was a howling wilderness. I am proud of my birth... and I wish to see that national feeling more generally appreciated from Sandwich to Gaspe [and two years later announced:] I... wish to see a provincial feeling pervade the whole mass of our population... to see every man belonging to us proud of the Canadian name, and of Canada as his country. [Then in 1846, he proclaimed:] I love the Mother Country, but I love the soil on which I live better.6

By 1850 it was even being suggested that the “limits of Upper Canada ought to extend to the Rocky Mountains on the West” and a resolution in favour of a federal union of all the British North American colonies was being put forward.7

It was into this nationalistic setting that Richardson returned and assumed a leadership role. Despite his having lived abroad for twenty-two years, he had kept abreast of Canadian happenings through the press and letters from his brother Charles and he consistently identified himself as “a Canadian.” He had done so in his “Prospectus” to his Tecumseh in 1828, and declared it again in a letter of March 1837 to Lord Glenelg, stating “I am myself a Canadian by birth and as such deeply interested in the welfare of the Provinces.” That December, angry that the British Parliament had adjourned while the Canadas were in crisis, he wrote letters to the Morning Post again identifying himself as “Canadian... one of a family that has ever been foremost in its allegiance to the mother country”8 and “as the news, which reached England by every packet was of a nature to induce the belief that my services might be made available in her defence, I resolved to embark forthwith.”9 He was set to leave on January 1, but his departure was delayed due to weather, and he arrived in early April. As Canada’s first internationally acclaimed novelist, he had already had published two poems, five “memoirs,” and three novels, one of which—Wacousata—had been “read by the whole court” of William IV, and was popular both in England and the United States and had established him as Cooper’s rival.10 Now, at home, he decided to take on what he

---

9 John Richardson, Eight Years in Canada (Montreal: H.H. Cunningham, 1847), 5-6.
10 H. Taylor to J. Richardson, 7 August 1833 in Richardson The Canadian Brothers Stephens ed.,
termed the “weighty responsibility” of attempting “to infuse a spirit of National Literature into his native land” and help in the “formation of national character.”  

He began immediately, making plans for the publishing of a Canadian edition of Wacousta that summer and writing new chapters for its sequel The Canadian Brothers, which he submitted to The Literary Garland the following spring. He had begun the sequel in 1832 and had forwarded a chapter on the use of Indian allies in 1833 but had abandoned the project due to the resumption of his military career. Now, in 1839, he created the novel which he termed “in a great degree a national one” and which he said was designed to treat “the manners, habits, political and moral character” of Canadians and was “not to be confounded with mere works of fiction.” He hoped to be “the means of bringing before the more vivid recollections of its population, the debt of gratitude Canada owes to her most prominent defenders,” and that his book would “live in this country long after its writer shall have been gathered to his forefathers... because I think I can perceive... a time when the people of Canada having acquired a higher taste for literature than they now possess.”

The book came out in February of 1840. It was not, however, his first “Canadian” work. In 1826-27 he had published his serialized memoir of 1812, A Canadian Campaign; in 1828 he had published his Canadian poem Tecumseh; and in 1832 he was careful to subtitle his Wacousta “A Tale of the Canadas.” Just as he was proud to be a Canadian, his contemporaries were proud of him. Canadian pride in the fact that this new work was written by a Canadian was evident. The Literary Garland had hoped for the publication of a Canadian edition of Wacousta but now enthusiastically supported his new novel and referred to Richardson as “one who owns his birth-
place among us, and who is not, even in the literary world of England, ‘unknown to fame.’” The _Montreal Herald_ declared the novel “an honour to Canadian literature” and hoped that “the patriotic feeling which induced him to publish his novel in Canada instead of in London, as he might easily have done, will, independently of its sterling qualities, be duly appreciated by the public.” The _Quebec Mercury_ wanted it in “every library in these Provinces” because of its historical detail.15

The novel’s value goes beyond its colourful depiction of Canadian events and personalities, for not only does Richardson provide common Upper Canadian perceptions, but as L.E. Horning observed in 1894, “the independent spirit and thought of Richardson is shown in the opinion of current or recent events which he puts into the mouth of his characters.”16 An outstanding example occurs in his recounting of the opening events of the War of 1812 when he presents a situation in which British and Canadian officers under Brock argue. Having made it appear that a missing Canadian (Gerald Grantham) has been derelict in his duty, Richardson has a British officer remark: “Can there be any question of his fidelity? The Granthams are Canadian I understand.” Another British officer then adds “this is the result of entrusting so important a command to a Canadian.” Upon being challenged about the remark by Gerald’s brother, the British officer, “with the advising air of a superior in rank” implies that a Canadian, has no right to question him and should be honoured that he has even been “received into a British regiment.” Further angered by this slight, the young Canadian is then calmed by his uncle who advises him to “let the matter rest” and informs him that he too has had to listen to such comments “from persons not only older, but

15 Stephens, “Editor’s Introduction,” xxxviii, li, xlix, liv.
The exchange may be imaginary, but perhaps not, for sensitivity by Canadians to a British attitude of superiority appears in the writings of other Upper Canadians of this period. The War of 1812 was a catalyst and turning point in the formation of an Upper Canadian identity. The experience had welded together the Loyalist sentiments of the original settlers with a new sense of pride shared by younger members of the community. Its impact on participants would last for years to come. Upper Canadians began referring to events as having happened “before or after the war” and according to historian C.P. Stacey, the war “revived and intensified” anti-American feelings and “provided the stuff of a nascent Canadian nationalism.” A “Loyalty Myth” had been created by John Strachan which told how Upper Canadians “without the assistance of men or arms, except a handful of regular troops, repelled its invaders”; a hero’s monument to Brock was constructed in the 1820s; and Robinson commented early in the decade that it would not be long before the British North American colonies would “begin to pride themselves on the possession of a national character.” On the literary stage, new publications such as the Canadian Magazine (1823); the Canadian Review (1824); The Canadian Literary Magazine (1833), and the Literary Garland (1838) appeared. Articles by Canadians were highlighted as “original” papers while those of non-Canadians were termed “selected” papers. Calls were made for works by “native talent” and visions were held of a day when “our academicians have gained a name among the literati of the west.”

With this surge of confidence also came increasing criticism of British handling of Canadian affairs. Even ultra-loyal Canadian Tories like Strachan became disillusioned, and felt alienated from “the government of that country [Britain].” In 1826 William Lyon Mackenzie com-

---

plained of persons who perceived Canadians as “a race of mortals vastly inferior to the English and Yankees” and by 1828 Strachan had become indignant about Britain’s handling of provincial affairs and declared “we have not lost our birthright of British subjects by going to Canada nor can we submit to be deprived of the privileges it confers.” Mackenzie in December of 1835 informed a colleague: “Until my return from England in the fall of 1833, I used what little influence I possessed with the yeomanry to persuade them that by petitioning England, a remedy could be found.... But I have been in England... I therefore, am less loyal than I was” and the following year a visiting Anna Jameson observed “a general tone of complaint and discontent” among “all parties” of Upper Canadians—“they bitterly denounce the ignorance of the colonial officials at home.” It should not be surprising therefore, that the Literary Garland praised Richardson’s novel not only for its re-iteration of the Loyalty Myth—“the readiness with which all classes and creeds flocked round the standard of their common country in an hour of doubt and danger”—but also for its “vindication” of “the colonial character” from “the aspersions hitherto too frequently cast upon it, as being secondary in sterling worth to that of the parent country.” Research supports Robinson’s 1840 belief regarding the existence of a “national” feeling. S.F. Wise concluded that “a provincial community was being born and by 1841 it had taken on characteristics both distinctive and permanent...” and that “the focus of loyalty had... shifted from Britain to British North America... and that process was well under way before 1841.” A Canadian nationality was being born.

Richardson, like other Upper Canadians, was deeply affected by the war and years later commented on how “each particular circumstance is present to my mind as though it had been an occurrence of yesterday.” Born at Queenston in 1796,
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he grew up in Amherstburg and enlisted as a fifteen-year-old volunteer in the 41st Regiment in June of 1812. He fought in all the major engagements of the Right Division of the army until taken prisoner at the Battle of the Thames sixteen months later. After his release, he sailed to Europe hoping to serve against Napoleon but arrived too late to see battle and was placed on half-pay. He returned to full service in late May of 1816 and served in the Barbados before returning to London in the fall of 1818. After spending some years in Paris, he settled in London where he began a prolific writing career as a poet, journalist, historian and novelist. His writings represent a reshaping of his colonial and War of 1812 experiences. As Dennis Duffy has written, he “was turning into novels the stuff of his own experience” and providing us with “the colonial psyche.” He relished the role of Canadian literary pioneer, hoping to cast light on the Canadian cultural landscape in much the way Scott and Cooper had done for their respective countries. Inspired by the success of Cooper, he chose to write about his personal wartime experiences and the events, characters, and issues he knew. In so doing, he shows himself to be very much a product of both his Canadian past and the present atmosphere in which he was writing. In Duffy’s view, he was “casting his characters as embodiments of social and cultural issues” and “His writings preach from the house-tops the fears and obsessions others muttered only beneath their blankets.”

These perceptions and concerns may be seen to accurately coincide with those of other Upper Canadian leaders of the period and “ought to be viewed within a broad framework of Loyalist outlooks.” They provide a valuable historical perspective.

In his depiction of Americans in particular, Richardson shows himself to accurately reflect community perceptions. Although willing to praise “superior men” such as the American army officers at Detroit in 1812 and individual Americans such as Perry and Harrison, his writings reveal a good deal of the “anti-American” imagery of his Upper Canadian contemporaries. In his serialized memoir of 1826 he had described Americans as “those whose perfidy had long been proverbial with the Indian race” and stressed that they were the aggressors in the war. Two years later in Tecumseh, he had called them “ruthless despoilers” and even in his 1847 non-fictional Eight Years in Canada, he refers to them as “the artful deluder;” and “seducers” of Canada. He saw in the United States a “spirit of acquisition” and viewed the War of 1812 as only an excuse by them for conquest. Most sig-

29 Duffy, World, 11-12, 115; and his Gardens, Covenants, Exiles: Loyalism in the Literature of Upper Canada/Ontario (Toronto: U of T Press, 1982), 46, 53.
30 Richardson, The Canadian Brothers, Stephens ed., 59; Richardson, Eight Years in Canada, 85; Richardson, War of 1812, Casselman ed., 161, 213. He also defends Hull in his novel Wau-nan-gee (1851), John Richardson, Wau-nan-gee (New York: Yurita Press 2015) Chapter XX.
31 Richardson, A Canadian Campaign, 13; Tecumseh, Canto 1, Line 232; Eight Years, 78; The Canadian Brothers, 86.
nificantly, just as he shared the belief that Canadians were “the prominent actors” in the war—the Loyalty Myth—he accepted that the belief that American emigrants were degenerate characters. Not one to avoid editorial comment, he told readers of *The Canadian Brothers*:

For many years previous to the war, adventurers from the United States, chiefly men of desperate fortunes, and even more desperate characters, had, through a mistaken policy, been suffered to occupy the more valuable portion of the country. Upper Canada, in particular, was infested by these people.32

Representing these people—this “worthless set”—is the Desborough family, described by Richardson in a letter to the press promoting his forthcoming novel, as “some of the veriest villains that ever disgraced human nature.” The family is depicted as totally lacking in principle: boastful, crude, lazy, and cunning; and willing to smuggle, seduce, and spy to achieve material gain. The patriarch, Jeremiah, is made to shoot a man in the back and is a symbolic traitor—“an individual of which, unfortunately for Canada, too many of the species had been suffered to take root within her soil.”33 The war, in fact, is presented as a positive event in that it was “the indirect means of purging her unrepublican soil of a set of hollow hearted persons, who had occupied the place and enjoyed all the advantages of loyal men” and Richardson warned Canadians that the mistake of opening the border to American immigrants must never happen again but “we think the cloven foot has been too openly displayed to afford much chance to the Americans on that score.”34 In a later novel, *Westbrook, The Outlaw*, Richardson again attacked the American “Late Loyalist” settlers by choosing to highlight the career of an American-born Upper Canadian, Andrew Westbrook, a man who aided the Americans during the war, terrorized the countryside, and whose name Richardson noted in 1851, “is notorious... even to this day.” The character of Westbrook was made to assume monstrous proportions until even his fellow-American characters see him as “desperately wicked” and refuse to acknowledge him as an American.35

These negative characterizations, however, may be seen to conform to the views held by many Upper Canadians of Americans and of the United States. Upper Canadian literature during this period whether in the form of the novel, sermon or newspaper, abounds with negative images of the “Yankee.” Before the war, many Upper Canadians already held
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33 Richardson, *The Canadian Brothers*, Stephens ed., 284, 95; and Richardson to *Quebec Mercury* 4 May 1839, in Stephens, “Editor’s Introduction,” xxxix
a negative view of Americans. Strachan described Americans in 1807 as “vain and rapacious and without honor—they are hurried on to any action provided they gain money by it.” A group of citizens in March 1811 addressed Lt-Gov. Gore and urged him to introduce legislation limiting the entrance of Americans. Brock in early 1812 worried about the influence of Americans on the colonial Assembly, and described them as “the most abandoned characters” who had come to Upper Canada to “seek impunity in this province from crimes of high enormity committed in the States.” In 1815, Robinson termed the United States “unprincipled” and saw American settlers to be “thousands and thousands of stragglers” who had come to Upper Canada “to elude the pursuit of their creditors.” A work of 1816 warned of “Yankee tricksters” and five years later a visiting John Howison presented Americans as possessors of coarse vulgar habits who lacked sensibility and rushed madly about in search of material gain. He presented the United States as a nation of vain, loud speculators lacking in moral principle. In fact, Howison states “most of the American private soldiers were entirely destitute of moral principle, or any sense of decency, and often exhibited a wanton and unblushing profligacy.” Yet he was not in Upper Canada at the time of the war and can therefore only have received this information from Upper Canadian contacts such as his friend, Canadian war veteran William Hamilton Merritt who himself termed American conduct in the war “infamous in the Extreme.” Admitting that he had arrived in Upper Canada with views “somewhat unfavourable” to the Americans, Howison stated that he “did not imbibe all the prejudices of the Canadians.” That these prejudices were still present in the 1830s and had widespread acceptance may be seen in the fact that Catharine Parr Traill, Susanna Moodie, and Samuel Strickland all observed and accepted them. Moodie says they “left their country for their country’s good”; Traill refers to them as “a loquacious, boasting people” and “persons of no reputation, many of whom had fled to the Canadas to escape from debt, or other disgraceful conduct”; and Strickland goes so far as to state “it is a well-known fact, that many of the early frontier settlers were persons who had evaded payment of their just debts


38 S.F. Wise, Canada Views the United States: Nineteenth-Century Political Attitudes (Toronto: Macmillan 1967), 42; Sheppard, 229.


40 John Howison, Sketches of Upper Canada (London: Whittaker, 1821), 90, 275-76.
or perhaps legal penalties for worse offences by crossing the lines, and forming settlements in Canada.”

The common elements evident in the image supports Wise’s contention that Upper Canadians possessed what he called a “frozen image” and that “[T] heir picture of the United States was a projection of their own fears and emotions, of their sense of living in a hostile world, of their anxiety for their own survival, and of their uncertainties about their special place in North America.” Richardson’s portrayals conform to an accepted and widespread image.

Richardson believed that “the romance of real life is often more stirring than that of fiction” and took seriously the role of “historian” not only in the writing his actual histories, but in the creation of his historical novels. He saw works based on reality as being of greater worth than “mere works of imagination and sought to educate the public by presenting much of his history “through the most attractive and popular medium”—the novel or poem. This had been a goal throughout his career. As early as 1826 with his first publication, a serialized “memoir” of the “Operations of the Right Division of the Army of Upper Canada, during the American War of 1812,” he stated his intention of giving “a faithful account” and assured readers that “no one incident will be found committed to these pages which may not be attested by every officer who served with the right division of the Canadian army.” When challenged as to the accuracy of some of his statements, he stressed his seriousness about “strictly fulfilling... the duty of the historian” and wanted “to clear my narrative from the charge of falsehood.”

He also wanted to accurately depict “a just idea of the character” of the Indian people, something he felt had not yet been accomplished. Two years later, he revealed the same devotion to accuracy and desire to commemorate the life of Tecumseh whom he had known personally, in his poem of that name. In both his “Prospectus” and “Preface” he tells of his “desire to see the memory of so distinguished and extraordinary a man perpetuated”; “to rescue the name of this truly great man”; and “to preserve the memory of one of the noblest and most gallant spirits that ever tenanted the breast of man.” He also attests to its truthfulness: “a mere work of imagination it is not.... Tecumseh, such as he is

---

42 Robinson reflects the insecurity felt by Upper Canadians of the period in a letter to the Earl of Bathurst in 1816: “It is idle to talk of absolute security anywhere in the province... the Inhabitants of Canada, My Lord... are unfortunately doomed to a constant, anxious speculation about the probable loss, or preservation of everything they possess.” S.F. Wise, _Canada Views the United States_, 42, 97.
43 Richardson, _Eight Years_, 91
44 Richardson, “Forward” to _Wau-nan-gee_, Quoted in Beasley, _Canadian Don Quixote_, 280.
45 Richardson, _A Canadian Campaign_, 12, 102, 112.
46 _Ibid._, 12.
described, once existed; nor is there the slightest exaggeration in any of the high qualities and strong passions ascribed to him.” He was proud to refer to himself as “Poet, the first of his native soil... but also... Historian”47 and now, in the “Preface” to his *The Canadian Brothers*, he reminded readers that this work as well was “not to be confounded with mere works of fiction.” He clearly reveals his national sentiments, hoping to highlight “the identity of those who were the most conspicuous among its defenders during the era it embraces”48 and offered to sell it at a lesser price to Canadians because he saw “the work being in a great degree a national one” and Canadians had shown “so strong a national (that is to say Canadian) spirit.” He also offered to sell what he termed his “NATIONAL AND HISTORICAL WORKS” (*Wacousta* and *The Canadian Brothers*) as a set, with his *Tecumseh* at half price “thus completing,” he said, “the series of CANADIAN WORKS.”49

Richardson was also played a leadership role in other “national” projects. He saw Canadian students reading textbooks written by Americans: “Canadian schools... stocked with trash that is, from time to time, poured into them from the pens of the most incapable of American authors” and the issue was “a matter... essential to the correct formation of national character.”50 Nor was he alone concerned. Having been personally encouraged to write by the *Montreal Herald*, he told readers of his *New Era* that

> [S]everal of our contemporaries having intimated a desire that an accurate account of the events of the War of 1812 in this country, should be given by those who participated in it... we shall publish a 'Narrative of the Operations of the Right Division of the Army of Upper Canada.'51

This issue was not new, nor would it disappear. In 1815, a letter had appeared in the *Kingston Gazette* complaining of the use in schools of “books imported from the United States” and calling for the need “to make some regulations respecting, both imported school books, and imported teachers.”52 Richardson took action, declaring that it was a humiliating yet undeniable fact that there are few young men of the present generation

---

48 Richardson to Harvey 20 December 1839 in *Eight Years* 107-108.
49 Stephens, “Editor’s Introduction,” lv; lvii-iii.
50 Richardson, *Eight Years*, 206;
51 Riddell, *John Richardson*, 211.
who are at all aware, except by vague and inaccurate report of the brilliant feats of arms, and sterling loyalty displayed by their immediate progenitors, during the stern but brief struggle with the neighbouring Republic... Or, if they have read of these matters, their information has been derived through the corrupt channel of American publications... which have a tendency to pervert facts.

He conducted additional research and expanded his previous memoir, *A Canadian Campaign*, for use in Canadian schools as a text, writing in a detailed narrative style which he hoped would inspire and recall for students “the gallant deeds performed by their Fathers, fighting side by side, with the troops of England in defence of their invaded firesides.”

Unfortunately, his efforts did not meet with success. Because of his highly critical comments concerning American accounts and actions, the Reform Party pressured the Department of Education to withdraw its promise to use his history as a textbook in fear of upsetting the Americans, and the projected second and third volumes were never written.

He also tried to stimulate Canadian culture through newspaper publishing, most notably *The New Era*, or *Canadian Chronicle* and *The Canadian Loyalist and Spirit of 1812* or *The Native Canadian*—appropriate titles for Richardson but both failed.

Despite his hopes of “a time when these fine provinces shall have risen into a position to enable them to take their stand among the nations of the earth” and a dream of being able to succeed as a professional writer in Canada, a reading market simply did not exist and he moved to New York City. Before leaving, he was honoured with a dinner as a “small testimony of the esteem entertained by your grateful countrymen...” which reveals the esteem in which he was held as well the new “national” spirit. L.C. Kearney, Secretary of the Committee responsible for hosting the event, proclaimed: “For myself... I shall ever feel proud, as an adopted Canadian, to hear fame distinguish the character of a gentleman who, by the splendour of his genius has shed an additional lustre on his native country.”

In New York, he continued to write and published four new novels as well as at least seven short stories. Editor Samuel F. Nichols witnessed the “unprecedented popularity” of his historical novel *Hardscrabble* and announced its forthcoming sequel *Wau-nan-gee* by “Major Richardson” who “has received the eminent

---

55 See Desmond Pacey “A Colonial Romantic: Major John Richardson, Soldier and Novelist” *Canadian Literature*, 1, #3 (1960), 51.
56 Richardson, *Eight Years*, 36.
57 Ibid., 93.
distinction from some of the best critics on both sides of the Atlantic, of being considered The Best Living Writer of Graphic Indian Tales surpassing James Fenimore Cooper.58 Despite the popularity of his writing, however, he suffered economically “the victim of rapacious publishers” according to fellow writer and acquaintance George Thompson.59 He was not unique in this regard for “[t] wo-thirds of the literary men, like Richard-
British soldiers, but became merely “An Indian Tale.” He changed publishers that December. Matilda Montgomery—the new name for *The Canadian Brothers* was also popular—going through six editions by 1888—but it too had been substantially “altered” with sections from the original text such as his enthusiastic description of the Canadian victory at Queenston Heights being omitted; the role of the British and Canadians downplayed; American character traits softened; “Canadian” landmarks made “American”; and the war itself “no longer played a vital role.” Stephens writes that it was “not predominantly a Canadian war or presented from a Canadian point of view. ...Rather the emphasis shifted... to a private melodrama of the revenge of a spurned mistress.” Only within the last thirty years have Canadians even been able to read Richardson’s original versions of these two novels.

Like Cooper, Richardson created what has been described as an “an intensely re-imagined past.” While professors of English have carefully studied his works, Canadian historians have focused on the observations of non-Canadian visitors or newly arrived emigrants for information about the Upper Canadian community in this period. Richardson’s perceptions and characterizations have not been compared with those of his Upper Canadian contemporaries and, as Duffy has observed, there is a need “to explore some of the historical and cultural factors behind his work.” W.R. Taylor in a 1957 cultural study observed: “There are many things about the history of an era that cannot be learned from its literature, but historians, it seems to me, have been too timid about searching out the things that can.” This would seem to be the case with Richardson. His *The Canadian Brothers* in particular has value not only as “an early attempt to give expression to the spirit of nationality,” but for its accurate reflection of current stereotypes and sentiments. Baker saw it as Richardson’s “most significant” work and called it “one of the most significant books of its time.” Even if one does not accept Richardson’s works as “great
“literature,” as Professor Ramsay Cook observed, “sometimes in cultural history mediocre literature may reveal more about the values and concerns of a society in a given time than great literature.”\(^70\) As Riddell observed in 1923, this novel in particular, is “instilled with the life and thought of a new nation even then beginning to take shape.”\(^71\)

A.C. Casselman, Richardson’s first major biographer observed that “when Thackeray was a stripling; when Dickens had not yet become a reporter, Richardson was winning... applause from the English press and a large audience of English readers” and that his works were “an instance in which we must go to fiction for reliable history.”\(^72\) Like Cooper and Dickens, he turned to his past to create his novels and has provided us with evidence of a nascent Canadian nationalism. Not “mere fiction,” his novels and histories record what a Canadian of the period perceived. As Duffy has stated, “we need to relate the colonial experiences that Richardson knew at firsthand and to what he made of it in his writing,” to recognize the “historical and cultural factors behind his work,” and study “what the Canadian imagination has reacted to... things about this environment that nothing else will tell us.”\(^73\) Seen as a major figure in Canadian literary history, his writing and role as a Canadian “nationalist” has not been sufficiently recognized. As Carl Klinck noted, “Literary activity” had a role to play “in the positive development of a separate people”\(^74\) and Richardson was at the center of this activity. He fought for Canada in the War of 1812; returned in 1838 when he felt she was in crisis; promoted interest in her through his poetry and historical novels; and sought to encourage the growth of a Canadian culture through his attempts at newspaper publishing, his writing of Canadian history, and the dissemination of his writings. In 1844, a visiting J.R. Godley made the observation that “[t]he Canadians are neither British nor American... [H]ere is a national character in process of formation.”\(^75\) Major John Richardson and his writings deserve greater recognition as an important element of that process and development.
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\(^70\) Ramsay Cook, “The Uses of Literature in Cultural History” a paper prepared for the Canada Studies Foundation Workshop on Art and Literature, 1-2 April 1971.
\(^71\) Riddell, John Richardson, 206-207.
\(^72\) Casselman, “Introduction,” xlv.